a b s t r a c t NMDA receptor antagonists interfere with learning and memory in some tasks, but not others. Some recent accounts have suggested that tasks placing demands on working memory are those most likely to be affected, and the present study tested this hypothesis. The purpose of the study was to adapt a recently developed procedure designed to test working memory capacity, the olfactory memory span task, for use in behavioral pharmacology and to then determine the effects of the NMDA receptor antagonist, dizocilpine (MK801) on performance in this task. Rats were trained in a non-match-tosample procedure under conditions in which they had to remember an increasing number of olfactory stimuli as the session progressed. Simple olfactory discrimination trials were interspersed to provide a performance control. Effects of dizocilpine (.03, .10, .17, .3 mg/kg) were determined after stable performances were obtained. Rats were able to sustain stable performances on both the span and simple discrimination tasks with average spans of about 10 items. Accuracy declined as the number of stimuli to remember increased, and dizocilpine impaired accuracy in a dose-dependent and memory-load dependent fashion. The finding that the effects of dizocilpine interacted with the number of stimuli to remember is generally consistent with hypotheses linking NMDA receptors and working memory processes.
Introduction
The findings of Morris and his colleagues (Morris, 1989; Morris, Anderson, Lynch, & Baudry, 1986 ) that NMDA antagonists impaired spatial learning in the Morris Swim Task (MST) at doses that blocked long-term potentiation (LTP) in the hippocampus provided the first pharmacological support for the now widely-accepted hypothesis that some forms of learning are mediated by LTP-like activity. However, questions were quickly raised about Morris' interpretations because NMDA receptor antagonists produce a host of behavioral impairments that are not specific to learning and memory. Thus, impairment in the MST may reflect processes other than spatial learning, e.g., sensorimotor or motivational effects (Cain, Saucier, Hall, Hargreaves, & Boon, 1996; Keith & Rudy, 1990) . In support of a non-mnemonic account of the Morris findings, pretraining experience in the MST abolishes the ability of NMDA antagonists to interfere with new spatial learning except at very high doses that also produce motor impairments (Bannerman, Good, Butcher, Ramsay, & Morris, 1995; Saucier & Cain, 1995) . Further, in a repeated acquisition task in the MST, learning of a new spatial location is impaired only at relatively high doses of NMDA antagonists that also interfere with the ability to swim to a previously learned location (Galizio, Keith, Mansfield, & Pitts, 2003; Keith & Galizio, 1997) . However, Steele and Morris (1999) observed NMDA antagonist impairments using a procedure in which rats learned to swim to a new platform location each session, but only when the delay between the first and second trials was relatively long (20 min and 2 h); no impairment was observed at shorter delays (15 s) comparable to those used in the other repeated acquisition studies. Bannerman, Rawlins, and Good (2006) reviewed the literature on NMDA antagonists and learning and concluded that NMDA effects are primarily manifested in tasks that place demands on working memory, for example, Steele and Morris (1999) in the case of spatial learning, but also in studies of non-spatial learning (e.g., Schmitt et al., 2005; Tonkiss & Rawlins, 1991) . Bannerman et al. hypothesize that NMDA receptor activity is required for learning that involves certain working memory processes (i.e., those involving single trial learning and rapid selection of conditional information).
Operational definitions of working memory procedures for nonhumans typically require that stimuli be presented during only a single learning trial and are only relevant for controlling behavior during a single trial or session (Bannerman et al., 2006; Dudchenko, 2004; Olton, Becker, & Handelmann, 1979) . This is in contrast to definitions used in human research in which working memory is described in terms of a short term store of limited capacity requiring controlled attention (Baddeley, 2003; Saults & Cowan, 2007) . Although the capacity limits of working memory
